Tissue-level transport mechanisms of intraperitoneally-administered monoclonal antibodies.
Monoclonal antibodies (MAbs), produced for specific tumor antigens, can be linked with radioisotopes or metabolic toxins and administered intraperitoneally (i.p.) to treat metastatic cancer located on the peritoneum. Despite their specific binding properties, these proteins distribute to the serosal surface of all tissues surrounding the cavity in the same manner as other serum proteins. Recent data have raised a problem of access of the solution containing the MAb to significant portions of the peritoneal surface. If the MAb does arrive at the surface of the tumor, it penetrates via diffusion and convection. The rapidity and depth of penetration of the MAb are very dependent on the binding characteristics of the MAb to the tumor cells. Current data indicate that tumors often have a large interstitial space relative to normal muscle, and this can accelerate both diffusion and convection. However, a highly permeable tumor vasculature in the absence of lymphatic drainage has also been shown to produce interstitial pressure gradients from the center toward the periphery of the tumor, setting up a potential outward flow which may be a significant barrier to the movement of MAbs into the nodule. While theoretical mechanisms of diffusion, convection, and binding are well established, there is still a great need for in vivo data.